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SUPPRESSORS OF SELECTION
FERNANDO ALCALDE CUESTA1,2, PABLO GONZÁLEZ SEQUEIROS1,3,
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Abstract. Inspired by recent works on evolutionary graph theory, an area of
growing interest in mathematical and computational biology, we present the
first known examples of undirected structures acting as suppressors of selection
for any fitness value r > 1. This means that the average fixation probability of
an advantageous mutant or invader individual placed at some node is strictly
less than that of this individual placed in a well-mixed population. This leads
the way to study more robust structures less prone to invasion, contrary to
what happens with the amplifiers of selection where the fixation probability
is increased on average for advantageous invader individuals. A few families
of amplifiers are known, although some effort was required to prove it. Here,
we use computer aided techniques to find an exact analytical expression of
the fixation probability for some graphs of small order (equal to 6, 8 and
10) proving that selection is effectively reduced for r > 1. Some numerical
experiments using Monte Carlo methods are also performed for larger graphs.
1. Introduction
Evolutionary dynamics has been classically studied for well-mixed populations,
but there is a wide interest in the evolution of complex networks after site inva-
sion. The process transforming nodes occupied by residents into nodes occupied
by mutants or invaders is described by the Moran model. Introduced by Moran
[1] as the Markov chain counting the number of invading mutants in a well-mixed
population, it was adapted to weighted graphs by Lieberman et al. [2] and Nowak
[3] (see also [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). For undirected networks where links have no orientation,
invaders will either become extinct or take over the whole population, reaching one
of the two absorbing states, extinction or fixation. The fixation probability is the
fundamental quantity in the stochastic evolutionary analysis of a finite population.
If the population is well-mixed, at the beginning, one single node is chosen to be
occupied by an invader individual among a population of N resident individuals.
Afterwards, an individual is randomly chosen for reproduction, with probability
proportional to its reproductive advantage (1 for residents and r ≥ 1 for invaders),
and its clonal offspring replaces another individual chosen at random. In this case,
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(a) Star graph (b) Complete bipartite graph
Figure 1. Star and complete bipartite graphs. (a) In the star graph
K1,m, the center is connected with m peripheral nodes. (b) The vertex set of a
complete bipartite graph Kn,m is divided into two disjoint sets interconnected
by edges.
In evolutionary network theory, the nodes are occupied by resident or invader
individuals and the replacements are limited to the nodes which are connected
by oriented links. According to the Circulation Theorem [2], any weight-balanced
network has the same fixation probability as the well-mixed population of the same
size N . In the undirected case, this means that the temperature Ti =
∑
j∼i 1/dj
of every vertex i (where j is a neighbor of i and dj is the number of neighbors
of j) is constant, and the network is said to be isothermal. But there are graph
structures altering substantially the behavior of the fixation probability depending
on the fitness. For example, the (average) fixation probability in the oriented line is
equal to 1/N and the reproductive advantage of the invader individuals is completely
suppressed. But in the directed case, absorbing barriers may not be accessible from
any state, and the fixation probability may be even null (see [9] for an example).
Thus, we focus our attention on undirected networks where absorbing barriers
can be reached from any state. As showed in [2, 3] (see also [10]), there are directed
and undirected graph structures that asymptotically amplify this advantage. The
fixation probability of a complete bipartite networkKN−m,m (described in Figure 1)
converges to the same limit as the fixation probability
(2) Φ2(r) = Φ0(r2) =
1− r−2
1− r−2N
of the Moran process with fitness r2 asm→∞ and N−m is constant [9]. Assuming
that fitness differences are amplified or reduced for network sequences of increasing
size, a notion of amplifier and suppressor of selection has been introduced in [10]
for several initialization types (describing the initial distribution of the invasion
process). To distinguish both dynamics, a numerical analysis for a few fitness values
r = 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 has been done in [11] for birth-death and death-birth
processes on directed and undirected graphs (see [12] for a comparative analysis of
both update mechanisms).
Here we always assume that the distribution is uniform: the probability that a
node will be occupied by the initial invader is equal for all the nodes (see Eq (5)).
We say that a network is an amplifier of selection if the fixation probability function
Φ(r) > Φ0(r) and a suppressor of selection if Φ(r) < Φ0(r) for all r > 1. Notice
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that Φ(1) = 1/N and the inequalities must be reversed for r < 1. Due to the exact
analytical expression given by Monk et al. [13] using martingales (see also [10]),
one can see that star graphs and complete bipartite graph are amplifiers of natural
selection whose fixation functions are bounded from above by Φ2(r). One could also
ask if the fixation function is always greater than or equal to that of a well-mixed
population of the same size, denoted by Φ0(r), at least from some fitness value. A
negative answer to the first question was given in [14] for fitness values r ≤ 10. The
aim of the paper is to prove that both questions are not true, exhibiting examples
of graphs with 6, 8 and 10 vertices which are suppressors of selection for any fitness
value r > 1. From the point of view of robustness against invasion [15], these
graphs are more robust than complete graphs (being now necessary to add a sign
to ‖Φ − Φ0‖∞ = supr≥1|Φ(r) − Φ0(r)|). Better yet, we propose a complete family
of graphs of even order 2n + 2 with n ≥ 2, called `-graphs, which we believe are
suppressors of selection. The proof of this assertion for the graphs of order 6, 8 and
10 is completed with a numerical simulation for larger orders. Some other variants
are also explored numerically in order to understand why they are suppressors of
selection.
2. Results
All the examples of so-called suppressors of selection given in [2, 3] are directed
graphs. The abundance of amplifiers and suppressors of selection has been explored
numerically by Hindersin et al. in [11] for this kind of graphs under birth-death and
death-birth updating. Different types of initialization or placement of new invaders
have been distinguished in [10] in order to classify different evolutionary dynamics
on directed graphs. As explained, we focus our attention on undirected graphs
under uniform initialization.
Firstly, working with the FinisTerrae2 supercomputer (we used 1024 cores of
Haskell 2680v3 CPUs for almost 3 days) installed at CESGA, we computed the
fixation probability of all undirected graphs of order 10 or less for fitness values r
varying from 0.25 to 10 with step size of 0.25 [16]. We found an unique suppressor
of selection of order 6, namely the graph `6, although there are other possible
suppressors in orders varying from 7 to 10. We constructed the graphs `8 and `10
(as well the whole `-family) from this initial example. More precisely, we call `-graph
an undirected graph of even order N = 2n+2 ≥ 6 obtained from the complete graph
K2n by dividing its vertex set into two halves with n ≥ 2 vertices and adding 2 extra
vertices. Each of them is connected to one of the halves of K2n and with the other
extra vertex. Graphs `6, `8 and `10 of order 6, 8 and 10 are shown in Figure 2.
2.1. Graphs `6, `8 and `10 are suppressors of selection. Computer aided
techniques has been used to find exact analytical expressions of the fixation function
Φ for the first elements of this family with orders 6, 8 and 10 (see Figure 2). This
computation proves that the graphs `6, `8 and `10 are suppressors of selection with
fixation functions Φ(r) < Φ0(r) for all r > 1 and Φ(r) > Φ0(r) for all r < 1.
At first, to bound the fixation probability from above, one could try to stop
the process on `2n+2 at the time that some extra vertex is occupied by a mutant.
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(a) Graph l6 (b) Graph l8 (c) Graph l10
Figure 2. Graphs of size 6, 8 and 10 in the l-family.
But as we will see later, the evolution from that time on seems play an essen-
tial role in determining the suppressor character of the graph. Like for star and
looping star graphs, which are amplifiers of selection for uniform initialization [10],
we needed then to find the exact analytical expression of the fixation probability.
Unfortunately, the elegant martingale method (which is based on Doob’s optional
stopping theorem [18]) proposed in [13] and used in [10] is not useful for `6, `8 and
`10. We have had to implement a specific method to compute exactly their fixation
probability.
As we shall see in the description of the mathematical model in the Methods
section, the fixation function Φ(r) is always a rational function given as the quotient
of two rational polynomials Φ′(r) and Φ′′(r) of degree bounded above by 2N − 2.




− 2 2N − 2
as proved in the Methods section, and hence there are and hence there are only
2(d + 1) coefficients involved in Φ(r). Since Φ(r) converges to 1 as r → +∞, the
leading coefficients of Φ′(r) and Φ′′(r) can be assumed to be 1 and that number is
reduced to 2d. Then we can replace the system of 2N linear equations defining the
fixation function Φ(r) (see Eq (4)) with a system of 2d linear equations (see Eq (6))
corresponding to the 2d rational coefficients of Φ′(r) and Φ′′(r), which arise from
evaluating Φ(r) for integer and rational values of the fitness r varying from 1 to d+1
and from 1/2 to 1/d. Finally, we wrote a SageMath program [17] (which is added
to the Supporting Information) to compute the exact fixation probability Φ(r) of
the graphs `6, `8 and `10 for these fitness values and to solve the reduced linear
system. Once the fixation function Φ has been calculated, the sign of the difference
∆ = Φ − Φ0 is analyzed to confirm that ∆(r) < 0 for all r > 1. In the Methods
section, we give a more detailed explanation of both theoretical and computational
arguments used to have exact analytical expressions of the fixation function Φ for
`6, `8 and `10. The exact values of Φ and ∆ are given in the Supporting Information
of the paper.
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Figure 3. The exact differences Φ0(r)−Φ(r) for `6, `8 and `10 and some
estimates for `12 and `24. The functions Φ0(r) − Φ(r) associated to the `-
graphs of order 6, 8, and 10 are represented for fitness values r varying from 1
to 4. For the `-graphs of order 12 and 24, we applied the Monte Carlo method
to compute the difference between the fixation probabilities of each graph and
the complete graph of the same order using 108 trials for each fitness value r
varying from 0 to 4 with step size of 0.25. Notice that Φ0(r)−Φ(r) converges
to 0 as the order of the graph goes to infinity for all fitness value 0 < r < +∞.
2.2. Numerical experiments in larger orders. Further examples. However,
the method used for for `6, `8 and `10 does not seem to be applicable to larger
orders since it would require a substantial amount of memory and computation
time. Therefore, we explored the suppression of selection for other graphs in the
`-family using Monte Carlo simulation (applying the Loop-Erasing technique of [9]
to speedup the computations). Even if it does not require much memory and can be
parallelized on a computer cluster, a very large number of trials —namely 108 trails
for each fitness value— has been necessary to compare the fixation probability of
`12 and `24 with that of the complete graphs of the same order. In fact, since the
fixation function of the `-graph of order N approaches the fixation function Φ0(r)
given by Eq (1), we should need to increase this number more and more as N goes
to ∞. Anyway, for fitness values r varying from 0 to 4 with step size of 0.25, we
showed that the `-graphs of orders 12 and 24 are also suppressors of selection as
can be seen in Figure 3.
To investigate the structural reasons of the suppression of selection in these
graphs, this experiment has been completed by altering the balance in the connec-
tions of the two extra nodes with the central complete graph in order 6 and con-
sidering two variants (a fortiori unbalanced) of order 7 (see Figure 4). As showed
in Figure 5, the graphs `1,36 and `
1,4
7 become amplifiers of selection from relatively
small values of the fitness, while the graph `2,37 is a suppressor of selection for high
fitness values. We discover a similar behaviour for larger orders (see Figure 6).
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(a) Graph `1,36 (b) Graph `
1,4
7 (c) Graph `
2,3
7
Figure 4. Unbalanced `-graphs of order 6 and 7.











Figure 5. The differences ∆(r) = Φ(r) − Φ0(r) for the unbalanced
graphs `1,36 , `
1,4
7 , and `
2,3
7 . The differences ∆(r) = Φ(r) − Φ0(r) have been
estimated using 108 trials for each fitness value r varying from 0 to 10 with
step size of 0.25.
3. Discussion
Motivated by interest in the robustness of networks against invasion, we worked
with the FinisTerrae2 supercomputer (using 1024 cores of Haskell 2680v3 CPUs
for almost 3 days) installed at CESGA to compute the fixation probability of all
undirected graphs of order 10 or less for fitness values r varying from 0.25 to 10
with step size of 0.25 [16]. Exploring these data, it would be possible to shed
some light on the influence of the structural properties of graphs upon increasing or
decreasing the fixation probability of new invaders occupying the nodes of a network.
In this paper, we proved that there are graph structures acting as suppressors of
selection according to the terminology introduced in [2, 3]. This means that, for
every fitness value r > 1, the average fixation probability Φ(r) of an advantageous
invader individual placed at a random node is strictly less than that of this individual
placed in a well-mixed population. For neutral drift r = 1, both probabilities
Φ(1) and Φ0(1) are obviously equal, whereas the average fixation probability Φ(r)
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becomes strictly greater than Φ0(r) for a disadvantageous invader with fitness r < 1.
We proposed a novel method to compute the fixation probability of graphs having
low order and a big group of symmetries, and we used computer aided techniques
to find an exact analytical expression of the fixation probability for three examples
of size 6, 8 and 10. A SageMath program [17] to compute the fixation probability of
these graphs is included in the Supporting Information of the paper. Monte Carlo
simulation was also used to see with high precision that other graphs in this family
are suppressors of selection for some fitness values (varying from 1 to 4 with step
size of 0.25). Memory requirements make unfeasible to apply the same method
for large orders, but it could be useful to study transitions between both regimes,
suppression and amplification, in low order. On the other hand, although we are
only concerned here with the evolutionary dynamics of graphs under birth-death
updating, similarly to the work by Kaveh et al. [12] and Hindersin et al. [11], it
could be also interesting to study the properties of the `-family under death-birth
updating. We also showed that the mechanism that activates the suppression of
selection is quite subtle, since a certain imbalance in the number of nodes of the
central complete graph which are connected with each additional node transforms
our models into amplifiers from certain fitness values. Finally, if the spreading of
favorable innovations can be enhanced by those network structures amplifying the
advantage of mutant or invader individuals [19], as counterpart, the discovery of
these examples is a first step towards finding structural properties that increase
the robustness of a complex network against invasion [15]. This is a particularly
interesting property for biological networks like brain networks or PPI interactomes,
as well as for technological networks like electrical power grids or backbone networks,
where high fitness values are possible. In fact, these kind of models have had impact
not only in evolutionary and invasion dynamics, but also in tumor growth [3, 20, 21]
and economics and management [22].
4. Methods
4.1. Mathematical model. Let G be a connected undirected graph with node set
V = {1, . . . , N}. Denote by di the degree of the node i. The Moran process on G
is a Markov chain Xn whose states are the sets of nodes S inhabited by mutant or
invader individuals at each time step n. The transition probabilities are obtained
from a stochastic matrixW = (wij) where wij = 1/di if i ∼ j and wij = 0 otherwise.







if S′ \ S = {j},∑
i∈V \S wij
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if S = S′,
0 otherwise,











wij = r|S|+ N − |S|
is the total reproductive weight of invaders and residents. The fixation probability
of each subset S ⊂ V inhabited by invaders ΦS(r) = P [∃n ≥ 0 : Xn = V |X0 = S ]
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Since G is undirected, the only recurrent states are S = ∅ and S = V . Then Eq (4)







It is a rational function depending on the fitness r ∈ (0,+∞). Notice that Φ(r)
may be calculated using the embedded Markov chain instead of the standard Markov
chain above described, both associated to the process, making the total reproductive
weight disappear from the computations [9].
4.2. Computation method. As we remarked above, the average fixation prob-
ability is a rational function Φ(r) = Φ′(r)/Φ′′(r) where the numerator Φ′(r) =∑
i air
i and the denominator Φ′′(r) =
∑
i bir
i are polynomials with rational coeffi-
cients of degree less than or equal to 2N − 2. Using the symmetries of each `-graph,
we can reduce the space of states P(V ) to the set of 4-uplas
(e, k, k′, e′) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1, . . . , n} × {0, 1, . . . , n} × {0, 1}
ordered lexicographically (from halves to extra vertices) by k ≥ k′ or e ≥ e′, or
equivalenty the system of linear equations Eq (4) to a new system with at most








linear equations. For `6, `8 and `10, we have 21, 36 and 55 reduced states respec-






proving Eq (3). Hence, we should only compute the 2(d + 1) coefficients involved
in Φ(r). Actually, since Φ(r) converges to 1 as r → +∞, we can assume that










which arise from evaluating the rational function Φ(r) for fitness values r ∈ {1, . . . , d+
1, 1/2, . . . , 1/d}. This choice is due to those are the least complex rational numbers,
which can be described with only few bits, and the length in bits of the solution of
Eq (6) grows exponentially depending on the coefficients [24]. Finally, we wrote a
SageMath program [17]
• to compute the exact fixation probability Φ(r) of the graphs `6, `8 and `10
for these fitness values,
• to solve the reduced linear system (6).
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This program is included in the Supporting Information of the paper. Once the
fixation function Φ of the graphs `6, `8 and `10 has been calculated solving this
system, the sign of the numerator ∆′ and the denominator ∆′′ of the rational
function ∆(r) = Φ(r) − Φ0(r) is analyzed in order to prove that ∆(r) < 0 for all
r > 1. The exact values of Φ and ∆ are also given in the Supporting Information.
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(a) Unbalanced `-graphs of order 8














(b) Unbalanced `-graphs of order 9














(c) Unbalanced `-graphs of order 10
Figure 6. The differences ∆(r) = Φ(r) − Φ0(r) for the unbalanced
graphs of order 8, 9, and 10.
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Supporting Information
As supplementary information, we include here the text of the SageMath program which we ran
• to compute the exact fixation probability Φ(r) for the graphs `6, `8 and `10 when the fitness
values r ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1, 1/2, . . . , 1/d},














i and Φ′′(r) =
∑d
i=0 bir
i are the numerator and the denominator of the rational
function Φ(r). The symmetries of the graph allow to reduce the degree which is now bounded by
d = N(N+1)2 − 2  2N − 2. Next, we give the exact values of Φ = Φ′/Φ′′ and ∆ = ∆′/∆′′ for the
graphs `6, `8 and `10.
Text of the SageMath program
#
# The l-family checker
#
# The graph l_{2n+2} is a complete graph K_{2n} with two more nodes
# each of them connected with half the nodes of the complete core.
# These new nodes are also joint by an edge.
#




# where e,e’\in\{0,1\} represents if the external nodes are mutants or not,
# and k,k’\in{0,1,...,n} the number of mutants of each halves of the complete
# core. Using the symmetries of the graph, it is possible to reduce the nodes
# to those with (lexicographically)
#
# k >= k’ e >= e’
#
# The parameter n is:
n = 2 # change it to 3 and 4 to reproduce the results of the paper
#
# Reduces the state s to a canonical form
#
def reduce_state(s):
if s[1] < s[2]:
return (s[3],s[2],s[1],s[0])




## Computes the possible (reduced) states for a given n, it returns the list of
# states and the position of the states in the list
#
def ComputeStates(n):
# Compute the states
states = []
for k in [0..n]:
for kp in [0..k]:
if k != kp:
states.extend([ (0,k,kp,0), (1,k,kp,0), (0,k,kp,1), (1,k,kp,1) ])
else:
states.extend([ (1,k,kp,1), (1,k,kp,0), (0,k,kp,0) ])

















P = matrix(PP,[[0]*len(states)]*len(states) )
for s in states:
m = sum(s)
P[istates[s],istates[s]] = r * m + 2 * n + 2 - m
for s in states:
# Leftmost
if s[0] == 1:
P[istates[s],istates[(1,s[1],s[2],1)]] -= r/(n+1)
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if s[3] == 1:
P[istates[s],istates[(1,s[1],s[2],1)]] -= r/(n+1)






P[istates[s], istates[(0,s[1],s[2],0)]] -= 1/(n+1)






if s[1] == n:
P[istates[s],istates[(1,n,s[2],s[3])]] -= r/2
P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= r*(n-1)/2





elif s[1] == 0:
P[istates[s],istates[(s[3],0,0,0)]] -= 1/2








P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= r*s[1]*s[2]/(2*n) + (n-s[1])*(n-s[2])/(2*n)
P[istates[s],istates[reduce_state((s[0],s[1],s[2]+1,s[3]))]] -= r*s[1]*(n-s[2])/(2*n)
if s[2] != 0:
P[istates[s],istates[(s[0],s[1],s[2]-1,s[3])]] -= (n-s[1])*s[2]/(2*n)
# Core right
if s[2] == n:
P[istates[s],istates[(1,n,n,s[0])]] -= r/2
P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= r*(2*n-1)/2
elif s[2] == 0:
P[istates[s],istates[(s[0],s[1],0,0)]] -= 1/2
if s[1] == 0:
P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= (2*n-1)/2
else:





P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= s[2]*r*(s[2]-1)/(2*n) + (n-s[2])*(n-s[2]-1)/(2*n)
P[istates[s],istates[s]] -= r*s[2]*s[1]/(2*n) + (n-s[2])*(n-s[1])/(2*n)
P[istates[s],istates[reduce_state((s[0],s[1],s[2]+1,s[3]))]] -= s[2]*r*(n-s[2])/(2*n)
P[istates[s],istates[(s[0],s[1],s[2]-1,s[3])]] -= (n-s[2])*s[2]/(2*n)
















# Computes the states for the given size
states, istates = ComputeStates(n)
# A first estimate of the degree of the rational function Phi
num_fac = len(states) - 2
fits=[1..num_fac+1]
fits.extend([ 1/f for f in fits[1:-1] ])
# Compute the fixation probabilities for the selected fitnesses
fps = {
f : Phi(*ComputePb(f, n, states, istates), n=n, istates=istates)
for f in fits
}
# Now we are ready to compute the coefficients of the function.
# Construct the matrix of the linear system describing the function \Phi
X = matrix(PP, [[1]*len(fits)]*len(fits) )
X[:,num_fac-2] = [ [r] for r in fits ]
X[:,-1] = [ [ -fps[r] ] for r in fits ]
X[:,-2] = [ [ -r*fps[r] ] for r in fits ]
y = vector(PP, [(fps[r]-1)*r**num_fac for r in fits ] )
for i in xrange(num_fac-3,-1,-1):
X[:,i] = X[:,i+1].elementwise_product( X[:,num_fac-2] )
X[:,num_fac + i] = X[:,num_fac+i+1].elementwise_product( X[:,num_fac-2] )
# Solve it
sol = X.solve_right(y)
# Create the field of fuctions. Then x is regarded as the variable of the
# field P(x). You can bypass this step to simplify later the expressions
# (that is regarding x as a symbolic variable with no special meaning)
F.<x> = Frac(PP[’x’])
# Construct the function
FB = (sum( sol[num_fac-1-i]* x**i for i in [0..num_fac-1] ) + x**num_fac) / \
(sum( sol[-(i+1)]* x**i for i in [0..num_fac-1] ) + x**num_fac)
pretty_print(FB)
# and finally the Delta
Delta = FB - x**(2*n+1)/sum( x**i for i in range(2*n+2) )
pretty_print(Delta)
# take a look to the numerator and denominator
pretty_print(Delta.denominator())
pretty_print(Delta.numerator()/(x-1)) # up to (x-1)
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Fixations functions for `6, `8 and `10
Graph `6
Φ′(r) = r17 + 200108031012356885440 r
16 + 12872954057368903808 r
15 + 1465296824702591590897672000 r




12 + 977155584301786934363389715200 r
11 + 10251222506248634042751731200 r




8 + 154239240402610742954237144000 r
7 + 3153322564729357951976200 r
6 + 496442293474304896r
5
Φ′′(r) = r17 + 223676885412356885440 r
16 + 188311209053342423937920 r
15 + 5791962926482994242393792000 r




12 + 5559208503247210965454075648000 r
11 + 7179819128682098365454075648000 r




8 + 7179819128682098365454075648000 r
7 + 5559208503247210965454075648000 r




4 + 5791962926482994242393792000 r
3 + 188311209053342423937920 r
2 + 223676885412356885440 r + 1
∆′(r) = r5(r − 1)(− 1408r13 − 17959403797509087255040r12 − 22694950146239163570590720r11 − 165933379973713152726176512000r10 −
4365681088426001
1374535588608000r
9 − 4487811876686051687267794304000 r8 − 6774104367192077687267794304000 r7 − 67366921428787959762416896000 r6 −
13704670736178649
1374535588608000 r
5 − 2361661570426121343633897152000 r4 − 2506212053017441687267794304000 r3 − 12220798660909985908474288000 r2 −
299174081287
818175945600r
1 − 22137397474304896 )
∆′′(r) = r21 + 223676885412356885440 r
20 + 192553602845342423937920 r
19 + 6194581320220994242393792000 r




16 + 552157240360000477458178529536000 r
15 + 411797892764062669229089264768000 r




12 + 5407457418416812716969575168000 r
11 + 5407457418416812716969575168000 r




8 + 411797892764062669229089264768000 r
7 + 552157240360000477458178529536000 r




4 + 6194581320220994242393792000 r
3 + 192553602845342423937920 r
2 + 223676885412356885440 r + 1
Graph `8
Φ′(r) = r31 + 1342808996405418309364148800 r














































Φ′′(r) = r31 + 1425902637893418309364148800 r

























































2 + 1425902637893418309364148800 r + 1
∆′(r) = r7(r − 1)(− 1304r27 − 25197109151333398849479142400r26 −
79418092024874684869
130663089367050240000r
25 − 151439378562924022621961293873507284286204364800000 r24 −
2366973910210561053038186471
124943850961935807990988800 r
23 − 8455314295207479062300968873111114531863381774490658406400000 r22 −
991524478799860112838020328209849
4123147081743881663702630400000 r
21 − 55211648444687591594107305858690378246294163487763327405260800000 r20 −
985364585564805190812437620862539
610836604702797283511500800000 r
19 − 11173152912008312609935094528064451932985176653951053309621043200000 r18 −
205460937088057311653205176835961321
32985176653951053309621043200000 r
17 − 11073449367030373276155500111578751310995058884650351103207014400000 r16 −
158032724138319990637134255263110231
10995058884650351103207014400000 r
15 − 19980272099587550846028888561940723710995058884650351103207014400000 r14 −
224538609583176412587468836353029011
10995058884650351103207014400000 r
13 − 240946639932324463886306918520406431178042023355394761057894400000 r12 −
150767863647126646217505642437799077
8246294163487763327405260800000 r
11 − 534510520026450003741770158488628513665019628216783701069004800000 r10 −
341577973854758089828094884500692837
32985176653951053309621043200000 r
9 − 6134982182129497498119956432252281942433618684315808846315520000 r8 −
5639056379567408901354673628901377
1570722697807193014743859200000 r
7 − 1884077353154073152363891435357023710995058884650351103207014400000 r6 −
218101089181656220622956529171233
314144539561438602948771840000 r
5 − 85136118048946532310061747931273366501962821678370106900480000 r4 −
132994911304258723701851574251
2157586123361528866406400000 r
3 − 796217688916573522810090562536544677907529970894766080000 r2 −
562493367795228941554181
354149237420452970496000r − 106070302050128310303182674104320 )
∆′′(r) = r37 + 1425902637893418309364148800 r




































































2 + 1425902637893418309364148800 r + 1
18
Graph `10





































































































































































































































































2453784351049966935520268248500 r + 1
20













































































































































































































































































































2453784351049966935520268248500 r + 1
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